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Appendix B 

Supplementary Figures for Chapter 3 
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Supplementary Figure 1 - Subject 1 (A) Task/Stimulus on/off model CV R2. Blue colors 

indicate CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs 

with positive amplitude. (B). Spatially selective (pRF) model CV R2. Blue colors indicate 

CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs with positive 

amplitude. Note difference in scale between A and B. (C) Difference between on/off 

and pRF CV R2, i.e. voxels tuned for visual location. Blue colors indicate greater CV R2 

for on/off model, red colors indicate greater CV R2 for spatially specific model.  (D) 

Polar angle preferences for all location-tuned cortical locations. 
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Supplementary Figure 1 - Subject 2 (A) Task/Stimulus on/off model CV R2. Blue colors 

indicate CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs 

with positive amplitude. (B). Spatially selective (pRF) model CV R2. Blue colors indicate 

CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs with positive 

amplitude. Note difference in scale between A and B. (C) Difference between on/off 

and pRF CV R2, i.e. voxels tuned for visual location. Blue colors indicate greater CV R2 

for on/off model, red colors indicate greater CV R2 for spatially specific model.  (D) 

Polar angle preferences for all location-tuned cortical locations.  
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Supplementary Figure 1 - Subject 3 (A) Task/Stimulus on/off model CV R2. Blue colors 

indicate CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs 

with positive amplitude. (B). Spatially selective (pRF) model CV R2. Blue colors indicate 

CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs with positive 

amplitude. Note difference in scale between A and B. (C) Difference between on/off 

and pRF CV R2, i.e. voxels tuned for visual location. Blue colors indicate greater CV R2 

for on/off model, red colors indicate greater CV R2 for spatially specific model.  (D) 

Polar angle preferences for all location-tuned cortical locations. 

 

Supplementary Figure 1 - Subject 4 (A) Task/Stimulus on/off model CV R2. Blue colors 

indicate CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs 

with positive amplitude. (B). Spatially selective (pRF) model CV R2. Blue colors indicate 

CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs with positive 

amplitude. Note difference in scale between A and B. (C) Difference between on/off 

and pRF CV R2, i.e. voxels tuned for visual location. Blue colors indicate greater CV R2 

for on/off model, red colors indicate greater CV R2 for spatially specific model.  (D) 

Polar angle preferences for all location-tuned cortical locations. 
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Supplementary Figure 1 - Subject 5 (A) Task/Stimulus on/off model CV R2. Blue colors 

indicate CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs 

with positive amplitude. (B). Spatially selective (pRF) model CV R2. Blue colors indicate 

CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs with positive 

amplitude. Note difference in scale between A and B. (C) Difference between on/off 

and pRF CV R2, i.e. voxels tuned for visual location. Blue colors indicate greater CV R2 

for on/off model, red colors indicate greater CV R2 for spatially specific model.  (D) 

Polar angle preferences for all location-tuned cortical locations. 
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Supplementary Figure 1 - Subject 6 (A) Task/Stimulus on/off model CV R2. Blue colors 

indicate CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs 

with positive amplitude. (B). Spatially selective (pRF) model CV R2. Blue colors indicate 

CV R2 for pRFs with negative amplitude, red colors indicate CV R2 for pRFs with positive 

amplitude. Note difference in scale between A and B. (C) Difference between on/off 

and pRF CV R2, i.e. voxels tuned for visual location. Blue colors indicate greater CV R2 

for on/off model, red colors indicate greater CV R2 for spatially specific model.  (D) 

Polar angle preferences for all location-tuned cortical locations. 

 

Supplementary Figure 2 - Subject 6 Decoding of visual stimulus position from visual 

system areas. Scales are identical to Figure 3.

 



 

  

  



 

 

  


